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THE HEREDITARY DUNFORD-PETTIS PROPERTY FOR /,(£)

PILAR CEMBRANOS

(Communicated by William J. Davis)

Abstract. A Banach space E is said to be hereditarily Dunford-Pettis if all

of its closed subspaces have the Dunford-Pettis property. In this note we prove

that the Banach space /[ (E), of all absolutely summing sequences in E with

the usual norm, is hereditarily Dunford-Pettis if and only if E is also.

Given a Banach space E we denote by /, (£) the Banach space of all abso-

lutely summing sequences x = (xn) in E endowed with the norm

n=X

'Xn\

A Banach space E is said to have the Dunford-Pettis property if for every

pair of weakly null sequences (xj c E and ix'n) c É one has lim(xn ,x'n) = 0.

Following Diestel [2] we say that E is hereditarily Dunford-Pettis (or also that

E has the hereditary Dunford-Pettis property) if all its closed subspaces have

the Dunford-Pettis property. Examples of spaces enjoying this property are the

classical Banach spaces c0, /, , and a certain class of C(AT)-spaces (see [2]).

It has been studied recently (see [1] and [4]) in which conditions the spaces

c0iE) and CiK,E) (the vectorial version of c0 and CiK)) are hereditarily

Dunford-Pettis. The aim of this note is to characterize when /, (£) has the

cited property. We shall prove that lx (/i) is hereditarily Dunford-Pettis if and

only if E is also.

The notations and terminology used here can be found in [2, 3, 5].

It is clear (see [3]) that a normalized basic sequence (xn) in a Banach space

is equivalent to the unit vector basis of c0 if and only if there is a constant

C > 0 such that

Í2aixi
i=i

< C sup \a¡
X<i<n

holds for any n e N and any scalars ax,a2, ... ,an. In this case we say that

ixn) is C-equivalent to the unit vector basis of c0.
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To prove our theorem we need some known results. The proof of the first

one is analogous to the scalar case. The two following ones give two different

characterizations of the hereditary Dunford-Pettis property.

Lemma 1. A bounded sequence (xn) = ((x");) c lxiE) is weakly convergent to

zero if and only if the following two conditions are satisfied:

(1) (x")^ is weakly convergent to zero in E for all i e N.

(2) For each e > 0 there is i£ e N such that £~t ||x" || < e for all n e N.

Proposition 2 [1]. A Banach space E is hereditarily Dunford-Pettis if and only if

every normalized weakly null sequence in E has a subsequence that is equivalent

to the unit vector basis of c0.

Theorem 3 [4], A Banach space E is hereditarily Dunford-Pettis if and only if

there is a constant C > 0 such that every normalized weakly null sequence in E

has a subsequence that is C-equivalent to the unit vector basis of c0 .

Now we can prove the announced result:

Theorem.  lx (is) is hereditarily Dunford-Pettis if and only if E is also.

Proof. The necessity is clear because E is isomorphic to a subspace of /, iE).

For the converse suppose that E is hereditarily Dunford-Pettis. Let C > 0

be the constant that appears in Theorem 3. Let (x") = ((x")() c lxiE) be a

normalized weakly null sequence. According to Proposition 2 we must prove

that (x") has a subsequence that is equivalent to the unit vector basis of c0.

By Lemma 1 there exists at least one positive integer i such that  ||x"||->^0
1      n

(otherwise ||x"|| —► 0 in /,(£)). Let ix be the first positive integer such that

||x"|| ^*0. Then by Theorem 3 there is a subsequence (x(     )„ of (x")n such

that inf ||xf,(n)||>0 and

Y,anx)
<7,(")

< Csup\an\ sup
0\(n)

for all finite sequence (an) ofscalars.

By  passing to  a  subsequence  if necessary,   we  can  also  assume  that

lim_ °\(n)\ > 0 exists. In case that (x )n does not converge to zero for all

j > /',, let ¿2 be the first positive integer, i2 > /, , such that ||x;"'(,l)|| -*+ 0. Now,

by the preceding argument, it follows that there is a subsequence (x°fn))n of

,»i(»)(x°K"')„ suchthat

Y.anXl
a2(n)

h
< Csup|a„| sup

°iW

for all finite sequence (an) of scalars, and for which limn Hxf2'"^ > 0 exists.

Then, by induction, we obtain an increasing sequence (ik)k€J in N (finite or
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infinite) and a family of sequences in E, {(x°kW)n: k e J}, verifying the

following conditions:

(1) (x-kk{n))n is a subsequence of (x^"l(,!))n for all keJ

(where a0: N —► N is the identity map),

(2) IIE^^'HCsupJ^lsupJIx^H
for all finite sequences (an) of scalars, and all k e J,

(3) lim„ ||xJ(B)|| > 0 exists for all keJ , and

(4) limJ|x;*(B)H = 0 for; £ {ik:keJ}.

Let us consider the following sequence (yn) : if / is finite and / = max J

we put (y") = (xa,(n))n ; if J is infinite we put (yn) = ixa"{n))n . In any case

iy") is a subsequence of (x") verifying:

(a) II En ajjW < Csupn \an\ sup„ ||yj||

for all finite sequence (a„) of scalars and all j e I = {ik: k e J} .

(b) lim„ \\y"\\ = 3j>0 exists for all jel.

(c) lim H\\yn. || = 0 for all y il.

By a standard diagonalization process in case that N\/ is infinite, or by pass-

ing simply to a subsequence if N\/ is finite, we can assume that the sequence

iy") also verifies

(c') 2ZZx\\ynjW<lJ forall;^/.

Now, since limn ||y"|| = 3j > 0 for all jel, using again the preceding

argument, we get a subsequence (z") of iy") such that

(d) Sj-jjK \\z"\\ <8j + jj for all n e N and all jel.

Since z" e /,(/?), then £,e/||z"|| < Ey€NH2"ll < +°° ■ And therefore,
according to (d), we have that ¿Z¡e¡ 8j < +00. Thus

(e) Ejei ««P« \\z"jW < Zj&Vj + i) = M<+œ.
Finally, by the Bessaga-Pelczynski selection principle (see [3]), we may assume

that (z") is a basic sequence. Now, we claim that (z") is equivalent to the unit

vector basis of c0 . To prove this choose r e N and a finite sequence ian)rn=l

of scalars, then by (a), (c'), and (e) we have

ZXz"
n=X

CX)

j=x
Y.anZ"j
n=X

Efl«z"
n=X

+E Ea«z"
«=1

<C sup |aj^sup||z"||+ sup |a„lEEllzj"
X<n<r jei X<n<r m n=\

<CM sup |a |+ sup \an\Y,T]
X<n<r X<n<r TTj 2J

< iCM + 1) sup \aJ.
X<n<r
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Hence (z") is (CAÍ + 1 )-equivalent to the unit vector basis of c0 . This finishes

the proof.
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